COUNTRY STONE
PATTERNS AND INSTALLATION GUIDE

INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS:

Country Stone can be installed up a 20” maximum wall height with 6” below grade for retaining projects. The base should be 14”-16” wide by 6” deep and well compacted. For base and back fill, use crushed stone (Type 2-A). Offset the vertical joints of units to maximize wall strength. When blocks are stacked vertically on 4” side, another block should be placed behind it to create an 8” wall thickness. Geo-Textile Fabric can be used to separate clean gravel backfill from topsoil. Use masonry adhesive to adhere blocks.

LAYING PATTERNS:

Running Bond Pattern: 3 block per face foot
Each 20” x 48” section uses 20 blocks

Random Pattern: 3.36 blocks per face foot
Each 20” x 60” section uses 30 blocks
The dark grey blocks represent cuts.

Column:
• 4 block used per layer
• Makes a 20” x 20” column
• Glue with masonry adhesive
Illustration shows 24” x 24” Column Cap